Gilles Street School Vacation Care

**Educational Outcomes:**

**Gilles Street Vac Care** is an educational/recreational program based upon an approved learning framework.

The program contributes to the following outcomes for children;

- Children have a strong sense of identity.
- Children are connected & contribute to their world.
- Children have a strong sense of well-being.
- Children are confident & involved learners.
- Children are effective communicators.

---

**Adelaide Gaol Day** — Children will use reflective thinking to consider why things happen & what can be learnt from these experiences.

**Electronics Day** — Children will engage with media & technology.

**Picnic Day** — Children will show appreciation for natural the natural environment.

**Woodhouse Day** — Children will combine fine/gross motor skills & balance skills.

**Christmas Party Day** — Children will begin to develop understandings about the diversity of culture, heritage, background & tradition.

**Latitude Day** — Children will engage in & participate in leisure & play experiences.

**Movie Day** — Children will enjoy stories and the creative arts.

**Robotics & Coding Day** — Children will engage with media & technology.

**Cirkidz Day** — Children will combine fine/gross motor skills & balance skills.

**Japan Day** — Children will respond to diversity with respect.

**Ice Skating Day** — Children will accept challenges & take considered risks.

**Wet & Wild Day** — Children will learn about water conservation.

**Sweets & Treats Day** — Children develop knowledge & self-confidence through practising measuring skills & increasing cooking & food vocabulary.

**Reptile Day** — Children will develop an understanding of the interdependence between land, people, plants & animals.

**Pantomime/Hip-Hop Day** — Children will experiment with different methods of movement.

**Dreamtime Story Day** — Children will develop their social & cultural heritage through engagement with Elders & community members.

**Local Hero/Super Hero Day** — Children will develop their social & cultural heritage through engagement with community members.